Here we show that graphene oxide greatly enhances the imaging ability of a peptide probe that selectively targets microtubules of the cytoskeleton, thus enabling the dynamic tracking of mitosis in live cells.

Microtubules, a key component of the cytoskeleton, are composed of polymerized α- and β-tubulin dimers. Their dynamic polymerization is involved in a variety of cellular processes including mitosis, cytokinesis, polarity and vesicular transport.1,2 Microtubule tracks are covered with microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), which contribute to their stability and thus play important roles in maintaining normal functions of the microtubules. The best-studied members of the MAPs are MAP4, tau and MAP2.3,4 To date, the most widely used microtubule probe is fluorophore-linked taxane.5 However, while the use of drugs as a targeting agent for cell imaging may cause toxicity concerns leading to dysfunction of the cells (resulting in an inability to track the normal physiological processes of live cells), probes based on the more biocompatible and versatile peptides with specific microtubule-binding motifs have been rarely used. In 1988, an 18-amino-acid peptide that targets a microtubule binding site shared by MAP2 and tau was reported.6 By using the major-coat phage display technique, a specific microtubule-binding peptide for MAPs has been identified.7 However, the tubulin-binding affinity of these peptide ligands has only been confirmed in vitro (i.e. using transmission electron microscopy to determine the interaction between affinity-selected tubulin-binding phage and tubulins).7 This is largely due to the poor membrane permeability of some peptides and the lack of reliable imaging materials for spatiotemporal tracking of microtubules in live cells.

Graphene oxide (GO), a two-dimensional material, has recently been extensively used for biomedical applications.8–16 The large surface area of GO and its unique optical properties makes the construction of ligand-attached GO material composites for targeted imaging of cells and intracellular macromolecules possible.16 In particular, we have demonstrated that GO can greatly enhance the imaging ability of fluorophore-tagged ligands for cells that express a selective transmembrane receptor.17,18 Here we show that GO has the ability to enhance the cytoskeleton imaging ability of a membrane–impermeable peptide ligand selective for microtubules, thus enabling the dynamic tracking of mitosis in live cells (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1 Structure of the peptide-ligand-based VAR probe and schematic illustration of graphene oxide enhanced, microtubule-targeted imaging of live cells and tracking of cell mitosis.
We used a microtubule-selective peptide ligand (VARVGSPPD) obtained by the phage display technique, to which a fluorescent reporter (5-carboxytetramethylrhodamine (5-TAMRA)) was introduced through L-arginine (K) (Fig. 1). With the probe in hand, we first tested its interaction with GO (produced by the modified Hummer’s method) in phosphate buffered saline (0.01 M, pH 7.4) at settings a basis for the facile in vitro screening of other materials for enabling imaging and spatiotemporal tracking of microtubule binders using the VAR/GO material system. A kinetic assay indicated that the fluorescence recovery of the VAR probe with microtubule quickly reached equilibrium within 15 min (Fig. S2b, ES1†). The fact that the presence of a range of unselective proteins did not enhance the fluorescence of the material comosite suggests a good biospecificity of the peptide ligand (Fig. 2f and Fig. S2c, ES1†). To further corroborate the selective ligand–microtubule binding, a competition assay was performed. In the presence of GO and microtubule, the addition of increasing free peptide ligand (VARVGSPPD) gradually decreased the fluorescence of the VAR probe (Fig. S3, ES1†), suggesting the specific association between the probe and protein.

Having determined the specific binding between the VAR probe and microtubule as facilitated by GO, we then set out to test the imaging ability of the probe for the cell cytoskeleton. HeLa cells expressing EGFP-α-tubulin (EGFP = enhanced green fluorescence protein), established in a previous report, were utilised.22 Using EGFP fluorescence as a reference, we first observed that treatment of just the VAR probe with the cells did not lead to any obvious concentration-dependent production of probe (TAMRA) fluorescence intracellularly (Fig. S4, ES1†), suggesting poor cell permeability of the peptide probe. In contrast, the presence of GO significantly enhanced the imaging ability of the VAR probe in both a dose (Fig. 3a and c) and time-dependent manner (Fig. 3b and d). Both the GO material and VAR probe were determined to be not toxic to HeLa with increasing concentrations (Fig. S5, ES1†).

Furthermore, we used an alternative cell line (human embryonic kidney 293T) transfected with EGFP-α-tubulin to investigate the generality of the developed method. TAMRA fluorescence was only observed for the VAR/GO ensemble and not the free VAR probe and GO (Fig. S6, ES1†). These observations are comparable to those observed for HeLa cells, indicating the broad applicability of GO for enhancing microtubule-targeted imaging of peptide probes. These results are in agreement with the excellent intracellular delivery ability of GO for small-molecular drugs, peptides and aptamers.16,18,23,24,31–34

To test whether the VAR probe could bind dynamic mitotic microtubules intracellularly, a confocal laser scanning microscope was used. We first determined that the EGFP-α-tubulin fluorescence localized well with that of TAMRA, suggesting that the probe was probably bound to the polymerized tubulins (Fig. 4). In addition, we also determined that the probe could be used for tracking the mitosis of HeLa (Fig. 4). During interphase, cells were adhered to the coverslip with a flat shape, whereas upon entering mitotic phase, mitotic apparatuses were dynamically organized by microtubules and microtubule associated proteins, including the spindle during metaphase and the central spindle during anaphase. These mitotic apparatuses were clearly visualized by the VAR probe.

In summary, we have shown that GO enhances the cytoskeleton imaging ability of a cell-impermeable peptide ligand for microtubules, thus enabling the dynamic tracking of mitosis in live cells. This research provides insights into the use of 2D materials for enabling imaging and spatiotemporal tracking of cell fate by peptide probes. Our ongoing research will focus on...
the use of other 2D materials\textsuperscript{25–30} for peptide-based cytoskeleton imaging.
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\textbf{Fig. 4} Imaging of mitosis in live HeLa cells by confocal microscopy (excitation channels for DNA (stained by Hoechst), EGFP and TAMRA are 405, 488 and 525 nm, and emission channels for DNA, EGFP and TAMRA are 430–480, 490–540 and 580–620 nm, respectively). Scale bar = 10 µm (applicable to all images).
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